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[ Historical transformation of the forms of social practice ] 

495 … In the last analysis, their community, as well as the property based on it, resolves 

itself into a specific stage in the development of the productive forces of working subjects  -  

to which correspond their specific relations amongst one another and towards nature. Until a 

certain point, reproduction. Then turns into dissolution.  

493… This reproduction, however, is at the same time necessarily new production and 

destruction of the old form. 

496 … All forms (more or less naturally arisen, spontaneous, all at the same time however 

results of a historic process) in which the community presupposes its subjects in a specific 

objective unity with their conditions of production, or in which a specific subjective mode of 

being presupposes the communities themselves as conditions of production, necessarily 

correspond to a development of the forces of production which is only limited, and indeed 

limited in principle. The development of the forces of production dissolves these forms, and 

their dissolution is itself a development of the human productive forces. Labour begins with a 

certain foundation  -  naturally arisen, spontaneous, at first-then historic presupposition. 

Then, however, this foundation or presupposition is itself suspended, or posited as a 

vanishing presupposition which has become too confining for the unfolding of the 

progressing human pack.  

158… Relations of personal dependence (entirely spontaneous at the outset) are the first 

social forms, in which human productive capacity develops only to a slight extent and at 

isolated points.  

Personal independence founded on objective [sachlicher] dependence is the second great 

form, in which a system of general social metabolism, of universal relations, of all-round 

needs and universal capacities is formed for the first time.  

Free individuality, based on the universal development of individuals and on their 

subordination of their communal, social productivity as their social wealth, is the third stage. 

The second stage creates the conditions for the third. 

109 … regard to points to be mentioned here and not to be forgotten: [ … …] In general, the 

concept of progress not to be conceived in the usual abstractness [...] disproportion […] 

within practical-social relations themselves […] how relations of production develop unevenly 

as legal relations. This conception [of historical progress – H.M.] appears as necessary 

development. But legitimation of chance …Of freedom also, among other things. 
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[ Bourgeois society only an interstage ] 

540 … All previous forms of society  -  or, what is the same, of the forces of social production  

-  foundered on the development of wealth. Those thinkers of antiquity who were possessed 

of consciousness therefore directly denounced wealth as the dissolution of the community. 

The feudal system, for its part, foundered on urban industry, trade, modern agriculture (even 

as a result of individual inventions like gunpowder and the printing press).  

With the  development of wealth  -  and hence also new powers and expanded intercourse 

on the part of individuals  -  the economic conditions on which the community rested were 

dissolved, along with the political relations of the various constituents of the community which 

corresponded to those conditions: religion, in which it was viewed in idealized form (and both 

[religion and political relations] rested in turn on a given relation to nature, into which all 

productive force resolves itself); the character, outlook etc. of the individuals. 

157 … The social character of activity, as well as the social form of the product, and the 

share of individuals in production here appear as something alien and objective, confronting 

the individuals, not as their relation to one another, but as their subordination to relations 

which subsist independently of them and which arise out of collisions between mutually 

indifferent individuals. The general exchange of activities and products, which has become a 

vital condition for each individual  -  their mutual interconnection here appears as something 

alien to them, autonomous, as a thing. In exchange value, the social connection between 

persons is transformed into a social relation between things; personal capacity into objective 

wealth. 

161 … It has been said and may be said that this is precisely the beauty and the greatness 

of it: this spontaneous interconnection, this material and mental metabolism which is 

independent of the knowing and willing of individuals, and which presupposes their reciprocal 

independence and indifference. And, certainly, this objective connection is preferable to the 

lack of any connection, or to a merely local connection resting on blood ties, or on primeval, 

natural or master-servant relations. Equally certain is it that individuals cannot gain mastery 

over their own social interconnect-  162  tions before they have created them. But it is an 

insipid notion to conceive of this merely objective bond as a spontaneous, natural attribute 

inherent in individuals and inseparable from their nature (in antithesis to their conscious 

knowing and willing). This bond is their product. It is a historic product. It belongs to a specific 

phase of their development. The alien and independent character in which It presently exists 

vis-à-vis individuals proves only that the latter are still engaged in the creation of the 

conditions of their social life, and that have not yet begun, on the basis of these conditions, to 

live it. It is the bond natural to individuals within specific and limited relations of production.  
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Universally developed individuals, whose social relations, as their own communal 

[gemeinschaftlich] relations, are hence also subordinated to their own communal control, are 

no product of nature, but of history. The degree and the universality of the development of 

wealth where this individuality becomes possible supposes production on the basis of 

exchange values as a prior condition, whose universality produces not only the alienation of 

the individual from himself and from others, but also the universality and the 

comprehensiveness of his relations and capacities. In earlier stages of development the 

single individual seems to be developed more fully, because he has not yet worked out his 

relationships in their fullness, or erected them as independent social powers and relations 

opposite himself. It is as ridiculous to yearn for a return to that original fullness as it is to 

believe that with this complete emptiness history has come to a standstill. The bourgeois 

viewpoint has never advanced beyond this antithesis between itself and this romantic 

viewpoint, and therefore the latter will accompany it as legitimate antithesis up to its blessed 

end. 

 [ Analytics of practice in the process of transformation ] 

105 … Bourgeois society is the most developed and the most complex historic organization 

of production. The categories which express its relations, the comprehension of its structure, 

thereby also allows insights into the structure and the relations of production of all the 

vanished social formations out of whose ruins and elements it built itself up, whose partly still 

unconquered remnants are carried along within it, whose mere nuances have developed 

explicit significance within it, etc. Human anatomy contains a key to the anatomy of the ape. 

The intimations of higher development among the subordinate animal species, however, can 

be understood only after the higher development is already known. 

100 … As soon as these individual moments had been more or less firmly established and 

abstracted, there began the economic systems, which ascended from the simple relations, 

such as labour, division of labour, need,   101  exchange value, to the level of the state, 

exchange between nations and the world market. The latter is obviously the scientifically 

correct method. The concrete is concrete because it is the concentration of many 

determinations, hence unity of the diverse. It appears in the process of thinking, therefore, as 

a process of concentration, as a result, not as a point of departure, even though it is the point 

of departure in reality and hence also the point of departure for observation [Anschauung] 

and conception. Along the first path the full conception was evaporated to yield an abstract 

determination; along the second, the abstract determinations lead towards a reproduction of 

the concrete by way of thought.  
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In this way Hegel fell into the illusion of conceiving the real as the product of thought 

concentrating itself, probing its own depths, and unfolding itself out of itself, by itself, whereas 

the method of rising from the abstract to the concrete is only the way in which thought 

appropriates the concrete, reproduces it as the concrete in the mind. But this is by no means 

the process by which the concrete itself comes into being. 

101 … Therefore, to the kind of consciousness—and this is characteristic of the philosophical 

consciousness—for which conceptual thinking is the real human being, and for which the 

conceptual world as such is thus the only reality, the movement of the categories appears as 

the real act of production—which only, unfortunately, receives a jolt from the outside—whose 

product is the world; and—but this is again a tautology—this is correct in so far as the 

concrete totality is a totality of thoughts, concrete in thought, in fact a product of thinking and 

comprehending; but not in any way a product of the concept which thinks and generates 

itself outside or above observation and conception; a product, rather, of the working-up of 

observation and conception into concepts. The totality as it appears in the head, as a totality 

of thoughts, is a product of a thinking head, which appropriates the world in the only way it 

can, a way different from the artistic, religious, practical and mental appropriation of this 

world. The real subject retains its autonomous existence outside the head just as before; 

namely as long as the head's conduct is merely speculative, merely theoretical. Hence, in the 

theoretical method, too, the subject, society, must always be kept in mind as the 

presupposition. 

341 … All these statements correct only in this abstraction for the relation from the present 

standpoint [ or reached point of theoretical explanation – H.M. ]. Additional relations will enter 

which modify them significantly. 

Marx to Engels 27. June 1867: … the good thing about this method [ the whole dialectical 

method of exposition ] is that it is constantly setting traps for those fellows which will provoke 

them into an untimely display of their idiocy. 

460 … On the other side, much more important for us is that our method indicates the points 

where historical investigation must enter in, or where bourgeois economy as a merely 

historical form of the production process points beyond itself to earlier historical modes of 

production. In order to develop the laws of bourgeois economy, therefore, it is not necessary 

to write the real history of the relations of production, But the correct observation and 

deduction of these laws, as having themselves become in history, always   461  leads to 

primary equations  -  like the empirical numbers e.g. in natural science  -  which point 

towards a past lying behind this system. These indications [Andeutung], together with a 
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correct grasp of the present, then also offer the key to the understanding of the past  -  a 

work in its own right which, it is to be hoped, we shall be able to undertake as well. 

This correct view likewise leads at the same time to the points at which t he suspension of 

the present form of production relations gives signs of its becoming  -  foreshadowings of the 

future. Just as, on one side the pre-bourgeois phases appear as merely historical, i.e. 

suspended presuppositions, so do the contemporary conditions of production likewise 

appear as engaged in suspending themselves and hence in positing the historic 

presuppositions for a new state of society. 

 [ Mistaken ways of thinking throughout the bourgeois economy ] 

687 … The crude materialism of the economists who regard as the natural properties of 

things what are social relations of production among people, and qualities which things 

obtain because they are subsumed under these relations, is at the same time just as crude 

an idealism, even fetishism, since it imputes social relations to things as inherent 

characteristics, and thus mystifies them. 

852 … Political economy has to do with the specific social forms of wealth or rather of the 

production of wealth. [ … ] What it is customary to say about this in general terms is 

restricted to abstractions which had a historic value in the first tentative steps of political 

economy, when the forms still had to be laboriously  853 peeled out of the material, and 

were, at the cost of great effort, fixed upon as a proper object of study. Later, they become 

leathery commonplaces, the more nauseating, the more they parade their scientific 

pretensions. This holds for everything which the German economists are in the habit of 

rattling off under the category 'goods'. 

228 … This shows the internal desperate poverty, which forms the basis of  bourgeois wealth 

and of its science. 

[ Several outlines of a fragmentary oeuvre ] 

108 … The order obviously has to be (1) the general, abstract determinants which obtain in 

more or less all forms of society, but in the above-explained sense. (2) The categories which 

make up the inner structure of bourgeois society and on which the fundamental classes rest. 

Capital, wage labour, landed property. Their interrelation. Town and country. The three great 

social classes. Exchange between them. Circulation. Credit system (private). (3) 

Concentration of bourgeois society in the form of the state. Viewed in relation to itself. The 

'unproductive'  classes. Taxes. State debt. Public credit. The population. The colonies. 
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Emigration. (4) The international relation of production. International division of labour. 

International exchange. Export and import. Rate of exchange. (5) The world market and 

crises. 

264 … I. (1) General concept of capital.  -  (2) Particularity of capital: circulating capital, fixed 

capital. (Capital as the necessaries of life, as raw material, as instrument of labour.) (3) 

Capital as money. II. (1) Quantity of capital. Accumulation. (2) Capital measured by itself. 

Profit. Interest. Value of capital: i.e. capital as distinct from itself as interest and profit. (3) The 

circulation of capitals. (a) Exchange of capital and capital. Exchange of capital with revenue. 

Capital and prices. (b) Competition of capitals. (g) Concentration of capitals. III. Capital as 

credit. IV. Capital as share capital. V. Capital as money market. VI. Capital as source of 

wealth.  

The capitalist. After capital, landed property would be dealt with. After that, wage labour. All 

three presupposed, the movement of prices, as circulation now defined in its inner totality. 

On the other side, the three classes, as production posited in its three basic forms and 

presuppositions of circulation. 

 Then the state. (State and bourgeois society.  -  Taxes, or the existence of the unproductive 

classes.  -  The state debt.  -  population.  -  The state externally: colonies. External trade. 

Rate of exchange. Money as international coin.  -  Finally the world market. Encroachment of 

bourgeois society over the state. Crises. Dissolution of the mode of production and form of 

society based on exchange value. Real positing of individual labour as social and vice 

versa.) 

109 … This conception appears as necessary development. But legitimation of chance. How. 

(Of freedom also, among other things.) (Influence of means of communication. World history 

has not always existed; history as world history a result.)  

[ The category labour value as realistic objectivication ] 

776 … Value distinguished only juridically from pretium, against fraud etc. The concept of 

value is entirely peculiar to the most modern economy, since it is the most abstract 

expression of capital itself and of the production resting on it. In the concept of value, its 

secret betrayed. 

156 …The dissolution of all products and activities into exchange values presupposes the 

dissolution of all fixed personal (historic) relations of dependence in production, as well as 
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the all-sided dependence of the producers on one another. Each individual's production is 

dependent on the production of all others; and the transformation of his product into the 

necessaries of his own life is [similarly] dependent on the consumption of all others. 

171 … A. Smith's thesis, that the worker has to produce a general commodity alongside his 

particular commodity, in other words that he has to give a part of his products the form of 

money, more generally that he has to convert into money all that part of his commodity which 

is to serve not as use value for himself but as exchange value -- this statement means, 

subjectively expressed, nothing more than that the worker's particular labour time cannot be 

directly exchanged for every other particular labour time, but rather that this, its general 

exchangeability, has first to be mediated, that it has first to take on an objective form, a form 

different from itself, in order to attain this general exchangeability. 

526 … Exchange value, which presupposes a more or less developed division of labour, 

depending on  527  the level of exchange itself, presupposes that, instead of one individual 

(the society) doing different kinds of labour and employing his labour time in different forms, 

each and every individuals labour time is devoted exclusively to the necessary particular 

functions. If we speak of necessary labour time, then the particular separate branches of 

labour appear as necessary. Where exchange value is the basis, this reciprocal necessity is 

mediated through exchange, and shows itself precisely in the fact that every particular [piece 

of] objectified labour, every particularly specified and materialized [piece of] labour time 

exchanges for the product and symbol of labour time in general, of  objectified labour time 

pure and simple, for money, and can thus be exchanged again for every particular labour. 

158 … Exchange, when mediated by exchange value and money, presupposes the all-round 

dependence of the producers on one another, together with the total isolation of their private 

interests from one another, as well as a division of social labour whose unity and mutual 

complementarity exist in the form of a natural relation, as it were, external to the individuals 

and independent of them. The pressure of general demand and supply on one another 

mediates the connection of mutually indifferent persons. 

158… The very necessity of first transforming individual products or activities into exchange 

value, into money,so that they obtain and demonstrate their social power in this objective 

[sachlichen] form, proves two things: (1) That individuals now produce only for society and in 

society; (2) that production is not directly social, is not 'the offspring of association', which 

distributes labour internally.  
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Individuals are subsumed under social production; social production exists outside them as 

their fate; but social production is not subsumed under individuals, manageable by them as 

their common wealth.  

159 … The private exchange of all products of labour, all activities and all wealth stands in 

antithesis […] to free exchange among individuals who are associated on the basis of 

common appropriation and control of the means of production. (The latter form of association 

is not arbitrary; it presupposes the development of material and cultural conditions which are 

not to be examined any further at this point.) 

[ Origin, character and forms of money ] 

146… The product becomes a commodity; the commodity becomes  147  exchange value; 

the exchange value of the commodity is its immanent money-property; this, its money-

property, separates itself from it in the form of money, and achieves a general social 

existence separated from all particular commodities and their natural mode of existence; the 

relation of the product to itself as exchange value becomes its relation to money, existing 

alongside it; or, becomes the relation of all products to money, external to them all. Just as 

the real exchange of products creates their exchange value, so does their exchange value 

create money. 

791 … Money is a measure only because it is labour time materialized in a specific 

substance, hence itself value, and, more particularly, because this specific materiality counts 

as its general objective one [allgemeingegenständliche], as the materiality of labour time as 

such, as distinct from its merely particular incarnations; hence because it is an equivalent […]  

only an imagined point of comparison, only needs to exist ideally - only the ideal 

transposition of commodities into their general value-presence takes place… 

167 … It aises from the essence of exchange value itself that a specific commodity appears 

as the money-subject, despite the monetary properties possessed by every commodity. In 

the course of development, the exchange value of money can again exist separately from its 

matter, its substance, as in the case of paper money… 

225 … It is the elementary precondition of bourgeois society that labour should directly 

produce exchange value, i.e. money; and, similarly, that money should directly purchase 

labour, and therefore the labourer, but only in so far as he alienates [veräussert] his activity 

in the exchange. Wage labour on one side, capital on the other, are therefore only other 

forms of developed exchange value and of money (as the incarnation of exchange value). 
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249 … It is just as pious as it is stupid to wish that exchange value would not develop into 

capital, nor labour which produces exchange value into wage labour. 

145 …Now, just as it is impossible to suspend the complications and contradictions which 

arise from the existence of money alongside the particular commodities merely by altering 

the form of money (although difficulties characteristic of a lower form of money may be 

avoided by moving to a higher form), so also is it impossible to abolish money itself as long 

as exchange value remains the social form of products.  

It is necessary to see this clearly in order to avoid setting impossible tasks, and in order to 

know the limits within which monetary reforms and transformations of circulation are able to 

give a new shape to the relations of production and to the social relations which rest on the 

latter. 

 [ Appropriation of others labour with the semblance of exchange ] 

509 … This shows at the same time that the development of exchange and of exchange 

value, which is everywhere mediated through trade […]  brings with it both the dissolution of 

labour's relations of property in its conditions of existence, in one respect, and at the same 

time the dissolution of labour which is itself classed as one of the objective conditions of 

production; all these are relations which express a predominance of use value and of 

production directed towards use value, as well as of a real community which is itself still 

directly present as a presupposition of production.  

Production based on exchange value and the community based on the exchange of these 

exchange values  -  even though they seem, as we saw in the previous chapter on money, to 

posit property as the outcome of labour alone, and to posit private property over the product 

of one's own labour as condition  -  and labour as general condition of wealth, all presuppose 

and produce the separation of labour from its objective conditions. This exchange of  

equivalents proceeds; it is only the surface layer of a production which rests on the 

appropriation of alien labour without exchange, but with the semblance of exchange.  

This system of exchange rests on capital as its foundation, and, when it is regarded in 

isolation from capital, as it appears on the surface, as an independent system, then it is a 

mere illusion, but a necessary illusion. Thus there is no longer any ground for astonishment 

that the system of exchange values  -  exchange of equivalents measured through labour  -   

turns into, or rather reveals as its hidden background, the appropriation of alien labour 

without exchange, complete separation of labour and property. For the domination of 

exchange value  510  itself, and of exchange-value-producing production, presupposes alien 
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labour capacity itself as an exchange value  -  i.e. the separation of living labour capacity 

from its objective conditions; a relation to them  -  or to its own objectivity  -  as alien property; 

a relation to them, in a word, as capital. 

163 … In the money relation, in the developed system of exchange (and this semblance 

seduces the democrats), the ties of personal dependence, of distinctions of blood, education, 

etc, are in fact exploded […]; and individuals seem independent (this is an independence 

which is at bottom merely an illusion and it is more correctly called indifference), free to 

collide with one another and to engage in ex-  164  change within this freedom; but they 

appear thus only for someone who abstracts from the conditions, the conditions of existence 

within which these individuals enter into contact (and these conditions, in turn, are 

independent of the individuals and, although created by society, appear as if they were 

natural conditions, not controllable by individuals). 

303 … In the first act, in the exchange between capital and labour, labour as such, existing 

for itself, necessarily appeared as the worker. Similarly here in the second process: capital 

as such is posited as a value existing for itself, as egotistic value, so to speak (something to 

which money could only aspire). But capital in its being-for-itself is the capitalist. Of course, 

socialists sometimes say, we need capital, but not the capitalist. Then capital appears as a 

pure thing, not as a relation of production which, reflected in itself, is precisely the capitalist. I 

may well separate capital from a given individual capitalist, and it can be transferred to 

another. But, in losing capital, he loses the quality of being a capitalist. Thus capital is indeed 

separable from an individual capitalist, but not from the capitalist, who, as such, confronts the 

worker. Thus also the individual worker can cease to be the being-for-itself [Fürsichsein] of 

labour;  304  he may inherit or steal money etc. But then he ceases to be a worker. As a 

worker he is nothing more than labour in its being-for-itself. 

832 … The worker's propertylessness, and the ownership of living labour by objectified 

labour, or the appropriation of alien labour by capital  -  both merely expressions of the same 

relation from opposite poles  -  are fundamental conditions of the bourgeois mode of 

production, in no way accidents irrelevant to it. 

510  … In order for labour to relate to its objective conditions as its property again,another 

system must take the place of the system of private exchange, which, as we saw, posits the 

exchange of objectified labour for labour capacity, and therefore the appropriation of living 

labour without exchange. 
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[ Basic concept and contradictory nature of processing capital ] 

331 … The exact development of the concept of capital [is] necessary, since it [is] the 

fundamental concept of modern economics, just as capital itself, whose abstract, reflected 

image [is] its concept [dessen abstraktes Gegenbild sein Begriff], [is] the foundation of 

bourgeois society. The sharp formulation of the basic presuppositions of the relation must 

bring out all the contradictions of bourgeois production, as well as the boundary where it 

drives beyond itself. 

310 … Hitherto, capital has been regarded from its material side as a simple production 

process. But, from the side of its formal speci-  311  ficity this process is a process of self-

realization. Self-realization includes preservation of the prior value, as well as its 

multiplication. Value enters as subject. [ as a value existing for itself, as egotistic value, so to 

speak - 303 ]. 

746 … The product of capital is profit. The magnitude, surplus value, is therefore measured 

by the value-magnitude of the capital, and the rate of profit is therefore determined by the 

proportion between its value and the value of capital. A very large part of what belongs here 

has been developed above. But the anticipated material is to be put here. In so far as the 

newly posited value, which is of the same nature as the capital, is itself in turn taken up into 

the production process, itself in turn maintains itself as capital, to that extent the capital itself 

has grown, and now acts as a capital of greater value. After it has distinguished the profit, as 

newly reproduced value, from itself as presupposed, self-realizing value, and has posited 

profit as the measure of its realization, it suspends the separation again, and posits it in its 

identity to itself as capital which, grown by the amount of the profit, now begins the same 

process anew in larger dimensions. By describing its circle it expands itself as the subject of 

the circle and thus describes a self-expanding circle, a spiral. 

511 … While, as we have seen, the transformation of money into capital presupposes a 

historic process which divorces the objective con-  512  ditions of labour from the worker and 

makes them independent of him, it is at the same time the effect of capital and of its process, 

once arisen, to conquer all of production and to develop and complete the divorce between 

labour and property, between labour and the objective conditions of labour, everywhere. 

541 … Capital posits the production of wealth itself and hence the universal development of 

the productive forces, the constant overthrow of its prevailing presuppositions, as the 

presupposition of its reproduction. Value excludes no use value; i.e. includes no particular 

kind of consumption etc., of intercourse etc. as absolute condition; and likewise every degree 

of the development of the social forces of production, of intercourse, of knowledge etc. 
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appears to it only as a barrier which it strives to overpower. Its own presupposition  -  value  - 

is posited as product, not as a loftier presupposition hovering over production. The barrier to 

capital is that this entire development proceeds in a contradictory way, and that the working-

out of the productive forces, of general wealth etc., knowledge etc., appears in such a way 

that the working individual alienates himself [sich entäussert]; relates to the conditions 

brought out of him by his labour as those not of his own but of an alien wealth and of his own 

poverty. 

[ Value composition, realization and accumulation  ] 

274 … If we consider the exchange between capital and labour, then we find that it splits into 

two processes which are not only formally but also qualitatively different, and even 

contradictory: (1) The worker sells his commodity, labour, which has a use value, and, as 

commodity, also a price, like all other commodities , for a specific sum of exchange values, 

specific sum of money, which capital concedes to him. (2) The capitalist obtains labour itself, 

labour as value- positing activity, as productive labour; i.e. he obtains the productive force 

which maintains and multiplies capital, and which thereby becomes the productive force, the 

reproductive force of capital, a force belonging to capital itself.  

354 … We have always spoken only about the two elements of capital, the two parts of the 

living work day, of which one represents wages, the other profit; one, necessary labour, the 

other, surplus labour. But what about the other two parts of capital, which are realized in the 

material of labour and the instrument of labour? 

742 … Although labour must merely  743  maintain the value of what we earlier called 

constant capital in one production process, it must constantly reproduce it in another, since 

what appears as presupposition of material and instrument in one production process is 

product in the other, and this renewal, reproduction, must constantly proceed simultaneously. 

365 … We see therefore that the capitalist, by means of the exchange process with the 

worker  -  by indeed paying the worker an equivalent for the costs of production contained in 

his labour capacity, i.e. giving him the means of maintaining his labour capacity, but 

appropriating living labour for himself  -  obtains two things free of charge, first the surplus 

labour which increases the value of his capital; but at the same time, secondly, the quality of 

living labour which maintains the previous labour materialized in the component parts of 

capital and thus preserves the previously existing value of capital. 
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444 … just as the creation of surplus value by capital depends on the creation of surplus 

labour, so does the increase of capital as capital (accumulation, and, without accumulation, 

capital cannot form the foundation of production, since it would remain stagnant, and would 

not be an element of progress, required already by the mere increase of population etc.) 

depend on the transformation of a part of this surplus product into new capital. If the surplus 

value were simply consumed, then capital would not have realized itself as capital, and not 

produced itself as capital, i.e. as value which produces value. 

552 …  Competition generally, this essential locomotive force of the bourgeois economy, 

does not establish its laws, but is rather  their executor. Unlimited competition is therefore not 

the presupposition for the truth of the economic laws, but rather the consequence  -  the form 

of appearance in which their necessity realizes itself. For the economists to presuppose, as 

does Ricardo, that unlimited competition exists is to presuppose the full reality and realization 

of the bourgeois relations of production in their specific and distinct character. Competition 

therefore does not explain these laws; rather, it lets them be seen, but does not produce 

them. 

651 … As soon as it begins to sense itself and become conscious of itself as a barrier to 

development, it seeks refuge in forms which, by restricting free competition, seem to make 

the rule of capital more perfect, but are at the same time the heralds of its dissolution and of 

the dissolution of the mode of production resting on it.  

 [ Sphere of circulation and credit matters ] 

266 … But the wholeness of circulation, regarded in itself, lies in the fact that the same 

exchange value, exchange value as subject, posits itself once as commodity, another time as 

money, and that it is just this movement of positing itself in this dual character and of 

preserving itself in each of them as its pposite, in the commodity as money and in money as 

commodity. This in itself is present in simple circulation, but is not posited in it. Exchange 

value posited as the unity of commodity and money is capital, and this positing itself appears 

as the circulation of capital. (Which is, however, a spiral, an expanding curve, not a simple 

circle.) 

535 … It is clear from everything said above that circulation appears as an essential process 

of capital. The production process cannot be begun anew before the transformation of the 

commodity into money. The constant continuity of the process, the unobstructed and fluid 

transition of value from one form into the other, or from one phase of the process into the 

next, appears as a fundamental condition for production based on capital to a much greater 

degree than for all earlier forms of production. On another side, while the necessity of this 
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continuity is given, its phases are separate in time and space, and appear as particular, 

mutually indifferent processes. It thus appears as a matter of chance for production based on 

capital whether or not its essential condition, the continuity of the different processes which 

constitute its process as a whole, is actually brought about. The suspension of this chance 

element by capital itself is credit. (It has other aspects as well; but this aspect arises out of 

the direct nature of the production process and is hence the foundation of the necessity of 

credit.) 

659 … The necessary tendency of capital is therefore circulation without circulation time, and 

this tendency is the fundamental determinant of credit and of capital's credit contrivances. At 

the same time, credit is then also a form in which capital tries to posit itself as distinct from 

the individual capitals, or the individual capital [tries to posit] itself as capital as distinct from 

its quantitative barrier. But the highest result it achieves in this line is, on one side, fictitious 

capital; on the other side, credit only appears as a new element of concentration, of the 

destruction of capitals by individual, centralizing capitals.  

MEW 25: 486 … All this paper actually represents nothing more than accumulated claims, or 

legal titles, to future production whose money or capital value represents either no capital at 

all, as in the case of state debts, or is regulated independently of the value of real capital 

which it represents. In all countries based on capitalist production, there exists in this form an 

enormous quantity of so-called interest-bearing capital, or moneyed capital. And by 

accumulation of money-capital nothing more, in the main, is connoted than an accumulation 

of these claims on production, an accumulation of the market-price, the illusory capital-value 

of these claims. 

122 …We have here reached the fundamental question, which is no longer related to the 

point of departure. The general question would be this: Can the existing relations of 

production and the relations of distribution which correspond to them be revolutionized by a 

change in the instrument of circulation, in the organization of circulation? Further question: 

Can such a transformation of circulation be undertaken without touching the existing relations 

of production and the social relations which rest on them? If every such transformation of 

circulation presupposes changes in other conditions of production and social upheavals, 

there would naturally follow from this the collapse of the doctrine which proposes tricks of 

circulation as a way of, on the one hand, avoiding the violent character of these social 

changes, and, on the other, of making these changes appear to be not a presupposition but 

a gradual result of the transformations in circulation. 

133 … the monetary system can be completely regulated on the present basis -- all the evils 

Darimon bewails can be abolished -- without departing from the present social basis; while at 
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the same time its contradictions, its antagonisms, the class contradiction etc. have reached 

an even higher degree   

134 … Hence one last problem: to revolutionize bourgeois society economically. It would 

then have been self-evident from the outset that the evil of bourgeois society is not to be 

remedied by 'transforming' the banks or by founding a rational 'money system'. 

[ Reproduction process and social relations ] 

295 … Separation of property from labour appears as the necessary law of this exchange 

between capital and labour. Labour posited as not-capital as such is […] labour separated 

from all means and objects of labour, from its entire objectivity. [ … … ] 296  The last point to 

which attention is still to be drawn in the relation of labour to capital is this, that as the use 

value which confronts money posited as capital, labour is not this or another labour, but 

labour pure and simple, abstract labour; absolutely indifferent to its particular specificity 

[Bestimmtheit], but capable of all specificities.  [ … …] 297  On the other side, the worker 

himself is absolutely indifferent to the specificity of his labour; it has no interest for him as 

such, but only in as much as it is in fact labour and, as such, a use value for capital.  

512 … The production of capitalists and wage labourers is thus a chief product of capital's 

realization process. Ordinary economics, which looks only at the things produced, forgets 

this completely. When objectified labour is, in this process, at the same time posited as the 

worker's non-objectivity, as the objectivity of a subjectivity antithetical to the worker, as 

property of a will alien to him, then capital is necessarily at the same time the capitalist, and 

the idea held by some socialists that we need capital but not the capitalists is altogether 

wrong. It is posited within the concept of capital that the objective conditions of labour  -  and 

these are its own product  -  take on a personality towards it, or, what is the same, that they 

are posited as the property of a personality alien to the worker. The concept of capital 

contains the capitalist. 

852 … But in the bourgeois economy, interest [ is ]determined by profit, and only one of the 

latter's parts. Hence profit must be large enough to allow of a part of it branching off as 

interest. [ … … ] The real difference between profit and interest exists as the difference 

between a moneyed class of capitalists and an industrial class of capitalists. 

676 … Now, as regards the worker's consumption, this reproduces one thing  - namely 

himself, as living labour capacity. Because this, his reproduction, is itself a condition for 

capital, therefore the worker's consumption also appears as the reproduction not of capital 

directly, but of the relations under which alone it is capital. 
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712 … When we consider bourgeois society in the long view and as a whole, then the final 

result of the process of social production always appears as the society itself, i.e. the human 

being itself in its social relations. Everything that has a fixed form, such as the product etc., 

appears as merely a moment, a vanishing moment, in this movement. The direct production 

process itself here appears only as a moment. The conditions and objectifications of the 

process are themselves equally moments of it, and its only subjects are the individuals, but 

individuals in mutual relationships, which they equally reproduce and produce anew. The 

constant process of their own movement, in which they renew themselves even as they 

renew the world of wealth they create. 

[ Bourgeois state,  unproductive labour and classes ] 

108 … The order obviously has to be [ … ] (3) Concentration of bourgeois society in the form 

of the state. Viewed in relation to itself. The 'unproductive' classes. Taxes. State debt. Public 

credit. 

88 … All the bourgeois economists are aware of is that production can be carried on better 

under the modern police than e.g. on the principle of might makes right. They forget only that 

this principle is also a legal relation, and that the right of the stronger prevails in their 

'constitutional republics' as well, only in another form. 

885 … If the bourgeois relations are regarded in themselves, i.e. after deduction of state 

influences, they will indeed always confirm the harmonic laws of the bourgeois economy. The 

question to what extent these state influences, public debt, taxes etc., grow out of the 

bourgeois relations themselves [ … ] and in North America itself the power of the central 

government grows with the centralization of capital -,  is one which Carey naturally does not 

raise. 

531 … Incidentally, the state itself and everything connected with it belongs with these 

deductions from revenue, belongs so to speak to the consumption costs for the individual, 

the production costs for society. 

468 … The pay [Sold] of the common soldier is also reduced to a minimum  -  determined 

purely by the production costs necessary to procure him. But he exchanges the performance 

of his services not for capital, but for the revenue of the state. 

272 … Labour as mere performance of services for the satisfaction of immediate needs has 

nothing whatever to do with capital [ … ]  If a capitalist hires a woodcutter to chop wood to 
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roast his mutton over, then not only does the wood-cutter relate to the capitalist, but also the 

capitalist to the wood-cutter, in the relation of simple exchange. The woodcutter gives him his 

service, a use value, which does not increase capital; rather, capital consumes itself in it; and 

the capitalist gives him another commodity for it in the form of money. The same relation 

holds for all services which workers exchange directly for the money of other persons, and 

which are consumed by these persons. This is consumption of revenue, which, as such, 

always falls within simple circulation; it is not consumption of capital. 

272 … Labour as mere performance of services for the satisfaction of immediate needs has 

nothing whatever to do with capital [ … ] This is consumption of revenue, which, as such, 

always falls within simple circulation; it is not consumption of capital. Since one of the 

contracting parties does not confront the other as a capitalist, this performance of a service 

cannot fall under the category of productive labour. From whore to pope, there is a mass of 

such rabble. 

468 … In bourgeois society itself, all exchange of personal services for revenue  -  including 

labour for personal consumption, cooking, sewing etc., garden work etc., up to and including 

all of the unproductive classes, civil servants, physicians, lawyers, scholars etc.  -  belongs 

under this rubric, within this category.  

401 … [It] can already be recalled here, that the creation of surplus labour on the one side 

corresponds to the creation of minus-labour, relative idleness (or not-productive labour at 

best), on the other. This goes without saying as regards capital itself; but holds then also for 

the classes with which it shares; hence […] the part of the servant classwhich lives not from 

capitalbut from revenue. Essential difference between this servant class and the working 

class. In relation to the whole of society, the creation of disposable time is then also creation 

of time for the production of science, art etc.  

 [ Public works and general, communal conditions of production ] 

524 … Capital by its nature drives beyond every spatial barrier. Thus the creation of the 

physical conditions of exchange  -  of the means of communication and transport  -  the 

annihilation of space by time  -  becomes an extraordinary necessity for it. Only in so far as 

the direct product can be realized in distant markets in mass quantities in proportion to 

reductions in the transport costs, and only in so far as at the same time the means of 

communication and transport themselves can yield spheres of realization for labour, driven 

by capital; only in so far as commercial traffic takes place in massive volume – in which more 

than necessary labour is replaced  -  only to that extent is the production of cheap means of 

communication and transport a condition for production based on capital, and promoted by it 

for that reason. 
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686 … The latter circumstance becomes important where the fixed capital appears not as a 

mere instrument of production within the production process, but rather as an independent 

form of capital, e.g. in the form of railways, canals, roads, aqueducts, improvements of the 

land, etc. This latter aspect becomes notably important for the proportion in which the total 

capital of a country is divided into these two forms. 

725 … It does [ in this case H.M. ] not appear as locked within a particular production 

process, but rather as the connecting artery of a mass of such production processes of 

particular capitals, who use it up only in portions.  

525 … On the other side, highways originally fall to the community, later for a long period to 

the governments, as pure deductions from production, deducted from the common surplus 

product of the country, but do not constitute a source of its wealth, i.e. do not cover their 

production costs. [ … ] Road construction by means of the corvée, or through taxes, which is 

another form, is a forced transformation of a part of a country's surplus labour or surplus 

product into roads. If an individual capital is to undertake this  -  i.e. if it is to create the 

conditions of the production process which are not included in the production process directly  

-  then the work must provide a profit. 

529 … Now, for the capitalist to undertake road building as a business, at his expense, [ … ] 

various conditions are required, which all amount to this, that the mode of production based 

on capital is already developed to its highest stage. 

531 … The separation of public works from the state, and their migration into the domain of 

the works undertaken by capital itself, indicates the degree to which the real community has 

constituted itself in the form of capital. [… …]  

Then capital shifts the burden on to the shoulders of the state; or, where the state 

traditionally still takes up a position superior to capital, it still possesses the authority and the 

will to force the society of capitalists to put a part of their revenue, not of their capital, into 

such generally useful works, which appear at the same time as general conditions of 

production… 

532 … The highest development of capital exists when the general conditions of the process 

of social production are not paid out of deductions from the social revenue, the states taxes  -  

where revenue and not capital appears as the labour fund, and where the worker, although 

he is a free wage worker like any other, nevertheless stands economically in a different 

relation  -  but rather out of capital as capital. This shows the degree to which capital has 

subjugated all conditions of social production to itself, on one side; and, on the other side, 
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hence, the extent to which social reproductive wealth has been capitalized, and all needs are 

satisfied through the exchange form; as well as the extent to which the socially posited needs 

of the individual, i.e. those which he consumes and feels not as a single individual in society,  

but communally with others – whose mode of consumption is social by the nature of the thing  

-  are likewise not only consumed but also produced through exchange, individual exchange. 

533 … All general, communal conditions of production  -  so long as their production cannot 

yet be accomplished by capital as such and under its conditions  -   are therefore paid for out 

of a part of the country's revenue  -  out of  the governments treasury  -  and the workers do 

not appear as productive workers, even though they increase the productive force of capital. 

533 … The result of our digression is, incidentally, that the production of the means of 

communication, of the physical conditions of circulation, is put into the category of the 

production of fixed capital, and hence does not constitute a special case. Meanwhile, and 

incidentally, there opened up for us the prospect, which cannot be sharply defined yet at  440  

this point, of a specific relation of capital to the communal, general conditions of social 

production, as distinct from the conditions of a particular capital and its particular production 

process. 

687 … But what we want to examine here first of all is the relation of fixed capital not towards 

the outside, but rather the extent to which the relation is given through its continued 

enclosure within the production process. 

[ Individuals and socio-historical needs ] 

325 … Capital's ceaseless striving towards the general form of wealth drives labour beyond 

the limits of its natural paltriness [Naturbedürftigkeit], and thus creates the material elements 

for the development of the rich individuality which is as all-sided in its production as in its 

consumption, and whose labour also therefore appears no longer as labour, but as the full 

development of activity itself, in which natural necessity in its direct form has disappeared; 

because a historically created need has taken the place of the natural one. 

This is why capital is productive; i.e. an essential relation for the development of the social 

productive forces. It ceases to exist as such only where the development of these productive 

forces themselves encounters its barrier in capital itself.  

287 … Incidentally  -  in so far as the whole thing is not a hypocritical phrase of bourgeois 

'philanthropy', which consists in fobbing the worker off with 'pious wishes'  -  each capitalist 

does demand that his workers should save, but only his own, because they stand towards 
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him as workers; but by no means the remaining world of workers, for these stand towards 

him as consumers. In spite of all 'pious' speeches he therefore searches for means to spur 

them on to consumption, to give his wares new charms, to inspire them with new needs by 

constant chatter etc. It is precisely this side of the relation of capital and labour which is an 

essential civilizing moment, and on which the historic justification, but also the contemporary 

power of capital rests. 

528 … hence the transformation of what was previously superfluous into what is necessary, 

as a historically created necessity  -  is the tendency of capital. The general foundation of all 

industries comes to be general exchange itself, the world market, and hence the totality of 

the activities, intercourse, needs etc. of which it is made up. Luxury is the opposite of the 

naturally necessary.  Necessary needs are those of the individual himself reduced to a 

natural subject. The development of industry suspends this natural necessity as well as this 

former luxury  -  in bourgeois society, it is true, it does so only in antithetical form, in that it 

itself only posits another specific social standard as necessary, opposite luxury. These 

questions about the system of needs and system of labours  -  at what point is this to be 

dealt with? Will be seen in due course. 

171 … The communal character of production would make the product into a communal, 

general product from the outset. The exchange which originally takes place in production  -  

which would not be an exchange of exchange values but of activities, determined by 

communal needs and communal purposes  -  would from the outset include the participation 

of the individual in the communal world of products [ … ]  i.e. the exchange of products would 

in no way be the medium by which the participation of the individual in general production is 

mediated. Mediation must, of course, take place. 

708 … disposable time thereby ceases to have an antithetical existence  -  then, on one side, 

necessary labour time will be measured by the needs of the social individual, and, on the 

other, the development of the power of social production will grow so rapidly that, even 

though production is now calculated for the wealth of all, disposable time will grow for all. For 

real wealth is the developed productive power of all individuals. The measure of wealth is 

then not any longer, in any way, labour time, but rather disposable time.  

 [ Ideation, knowledge and social awareness ] 

164 … Relations can be expressed, of course, only in ideas, and thus philosophers have 

determined the reign of ideas to be the peculiarity of the new age, and have identified the 

creation of free individuality with the overthrow of this reign. This error was all the more easily 

committed, from the ideological stand-point, as this reign exercised by the relations (this 
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objective dependency, which, incidentally, turns into certain definite relations of personal 

dependency, but stripped   165  of all illusions)appears within the consciousness of 

individuals as the reign of ideas, and because the belief in the permanence of these ideas, 

i.e. of these objective relations of dependency, is of course consolidated, nourished and 

inculcated by the ruling classes by all means available. 

245 … Therefore, when the economic form, exchange, posits the all-sided equality of its 

subjects, then the content, the individual as well as the objective material which drives 

towards the exchange, is freedom. Equality and freedom are thus not only respected in 

exchange based on exchange values but, also, the exchange of exchange values is the 

productive, real basis of all equality and freedom. As pure ideas they are merely the idealized 

expressions of this basis; as developed in juridical, political, social relations, they are merely 

this basis to a higher power. 

687 … The crude materialism of the economists who regard as the natural properties of 

things what are social relations of production among people, and qualities which things 

obtain because they are subsumed under these relations, is at the same time just as crude 

an idealism, even fetishism, since it imputes social relations to things as inherent 

characteristics, and thus mystifies them. 

463 … The recognition [Erkennung] of the products as its own, and the judgment that its 

separation from the conditions of its realization is improper  - forcibly imposed  -  is an 

enormous [advance in] awareness [Bewusstsein], itself the product of the mode of production 

resting on capital, and as much the knell to its doom as, with the slave's awareness that he 

cannot be the property of another, with his consciousness of himself as a person, the 

existence of slavery becomes a merely artificial, vegetative existence, and ceases to be able 

to prevail as the basis of production. 

[ Alienation as status of modern society ] 

196 … As much, then, as the whole of this movement appears as a social process, and as 

much as the individual moments of this movement arise from the conscious will and 

particular purposes of individuals, so much does the totality of the process appear as an 

objective interrelation, which arises spontaneously from nature; arising, it is true, from the 

mutual influence of conscious individuals on one another, but neither located in their 

consciousness, nor subsumed under them as a whole. Their own collisions with one another 
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produce an alien social power standing above them, produce their mutual interaction as a 

process and power independent of them. 

831 … The fact that in the development of the productive powers of labour the objective 

conditions of labour, objectified labour, must grow relative to living labour  -  this is actually a 

tautological statement, for what else does growing productive power of labour mean than that 

less immediate labour is required to create a greater product, and that therefore social wealth 

expresses itself more and more in the conditions of labour created by labour itself?  -  this 

fact appears from the standpoint of capital not in such a way that one of the moments of 

social activity  -  objective labour  -  becomes the ever more powerful body of the other 

moment, of subjective, living labour, but rather  -  and this is important for wage labour  -  that 

the objective conditions of labour assume an ever more colossal independence, represented 

by its very extent, opposite living labour, and that social wealth confronts labour in more 

powerful portions as an alien and dominant power. The emphasis comes to be placed not on 

the state of being objectified, but on the state of being alienated, dispossessed, sold [Der 

Ton wird gelegt nicht auf das Vergegenständlichtsein, sondern das Entfremdet-, Entäussert-, 

Veräussertsein]; on the condition that the monstrous objective power which social labour 

itself erected opposite itself as one of its moments belongs not to the worker, but to the 

personified conditions of production, i.e. to capital. 

831 … To the extent that, from the standpoint of capital and wage labour, the creation of the 

objective body of activity happens in antithesis to the immediate labour capacity [ … ] this 

twisting and inversion [Verdrehung und Verkehrung] is a real [phenomenon], not a merely 

supposed one existing merely in the imagination of the workers and the capitalists. But 

obviously this process of inversion is a merely historical necessity,  a necessity  832  for the 

development of the forces of production solely from a specific historic point of departure, or 

basis, but in no way an absolute necessity of production; rather, a vanishing one, and the 

result and the inherent purpose of this process is to suspend this basis itself, together with 

this form of the process.  

The bourgeois economists.are so much cooped up within the notions belonging to a specific 

historic stage of social development that the necessity of the objectification of the powers of 

social labour appears to them as inseparable from the necessity of their alienation vis-à-vis 

living labour. But with the suspension of the immediate character of living labour, as merely 

individual, or as general merely internally or merely externally, with the positing of the activity 

of individuals as immediately general or social activity, the objective  moments of production 

are stripped of this form of alienation; they are thereby posited as property, as the organic 

social body within which the individuals reproduce themselves as individuals, but as social 
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individuals. [ … ] The worker's propertylessness, and the ownership of living labour by 

objectified labour, or the appropriation of alien labour by capital  -  both merely expressions 

of the same relation from opposite poles  -  are fundamental conditions of the bourgeois 

mode of production, in no way accidents irrelevant to it… 

It is therefore highly absurd when e.g. J. St. Mill says [ … ]: ‘'The laws and conditions of the 

production of wealth partake of the character of physical truths... It is not so with the 

distribution of wealth. That is a matter of human institutions solely.' 

455 … It here becomes evident that labour itself progressively extends and gives an ever 

wider and fuller existence to the objective world of wealth as a power alien to labour, so that, 

relative to the values created or to the real conditions of value-creation, the penurious 

subjectivity of living labour capacity forms an ever more glaring contrast. The greater the 

extent to which labour objectifies itself, the greater becomes the objective world of values, 

which stands opposite it as alien  -  alien property. With the creation of surplus capital, labour 

places itself under the compulsion to create yet further surplus capital etc. 

652 … The assertion that free competition = the ultimate form of the development of the 

forces of production and hence of human freedom means nothing other than that middle-

class rule is the culmination of world history – certainly an agreeable thought for the 

parvenus of the day before yesterday. 

515 … It will be shown later that the most extreme form of alienation, wherein labour appears 

in the relation of capital and wage labour, and labour, productive activity appears in relation 

to its own conditions and its own product, is a necessary point of transition  - and therefore 

already contains in itself, in a still only inverted form, turned on its head, the dissolution of all 

limited presuppositions of production, and moreover creates and produces the unconditional 

presuppositions of production, and therewith the full material conditions for the total, 

universal development of the productive forces of the individual. 

[ Universalizing tendencies and capital as a mere point of transition ] 

539 … Thus, while capital must on one side strive to tear down every spatial barrier to 

intercourse, i.e. to exchange, and conquer the whole earth for its market, it strives on the 

other side to annihilate this space with time, i.e. to  reduce to a minimum the time spent in 

motion from one place to another. The more developed the capital, therefore, the more 

extensive the market over which it circulates, which forms the spatial orbit of its circulation, 

the more does it strive simultaneously for an even greater extension of the market and for 

greater annihilation of space by time…  
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540 … There appears here the universalizing tendency of capital, which distinguishes it from 

all previous stages of production. Although limited by its very nature, it strives towards the 

universal development of the forces of production, and thus becomes the presupposition of a 

new mode of production, which is founded not on the development of the forces of 

production for the purpose of reproducing or at most expanding a given condition, but where 

the free, unobstructed, progressive and universal development of the forces of production is 

itself the presupposition of society and hence of its reproduction; where advance beyond the 

point of departure is the only presupposition.  

This tendency  -  which capital possesses, but which at the same time, since capital is a 

limited form of production, contradicts it and hence drives it towards dissolution  -  

distinguishes capital from all earlier modes of production, and at the same time contains this 

element, that capital is posited as a mere point of transition. 

541 … Capital posits the production of wealth itself and hence the universal development of 

the productive forces, the constant overthrow of its prevailing presuppositions, as the 

presupposition of its reproduction. Value excludes no use value; i.e. includes no particular 

kind of consumption etc., of intercourse etc. as absolute condition; and likewise every degree 

of the development of the social forces of production, of intercourse, of knowledge etc. 

appears to it only as a barrier which it strives to overpower. Its own presupposition  -  value  - 

is posited as product, not as a loftier presupposition hovering over production. The barrier to 

capital is that this entire development proceeds in a contradictory way, and that the working-

out of the productive forces, of general wealth etc., knowledge etc., appears in such a way 

that the working individual alienates himself [sich entäussert]; relates to the conditions 

brought out of him by his labour as those not of his own but of an alien wealth and of his own 

poverty.  

But this antithetical form is itself meeting, and produces the real conditions  542  of its own 

suspension. 

542 … The result is: the tendentially and potentially general development of the forces of 

production  -  of wealth as such  -  as a basis; likewise, the universality of intercourse, hence 

the world market as a basis. The basis as the possibility of the universal development of the 

individual, and the real development of the individuals from this basis as a constant 

suspension of its barrier, which is recognized as a barrier, not taken for a sacred limit. Not an 

ideal or imagined universality of the individual, but the universality of his real and ideal 

relations. Hence also the grasping of his own history as a process, and the recognition of 

nature (equally present as practical power over nature) as his real body. The process of 

development itself posited and known as the presupposition of the same. For this, however, 
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necessary above all that the full development of the forces of production has become the 

condition of production; and not that specific conditions of production are posited as a limit to 

the development of the productive forces. 

422 … Out of place here would be the question how, while it has the tendency to heighten 

the productive forces boundlessly, it also and equally makes one-sided, limits etc. the main 

force of production, the human being himself, and has the tendency in general to restrict the 

forces of production. 

[Social and civilizing progress still exploited by capital ]  

409 … Hence exploration of all of nature in order to discover new, useful qualities in things; 

universal exchange of the products of all alien climates and lands; new (artificial) preparation 

of natural objects, by which they are given new use values. The exploration of the earth in all 

directions, to discover new things of use as well as new useful qualities of the old; such as 

new qualities of them as raw materials etc.; the development, hence, of the natural sciences 

to their highest point; likewise the discovery, creation and satisfaction of new needs arising 

from society itself; the cultivation of all the qualities of the social human being, production of 

the same in a form as rich as possible in needs, because rich in qualities and relations  -  

production of this being as the most total and universal possible social product, for, in order 

to take gratification in a many-sided way, he must be capable of many pleasures 

[genussfähig], hence cultured to a high degree – [ This means – H.M.] the development of a 

constantly expanding and more comprehensive system of different kinds of labour, different 

kinds of production, to which a constantly expanding and constantly enriched system of 

needs corresponds.  

409 … Thus, just as production founded on capital creates universal industriousness on one 

side  -  i.e. surplus labour, value-creating labour  -  so does it create on the other side a 

system of general exploitation of the natural and human qualities, a system of general utility, 

utilizing science itself just as much as all the physical and mental qualities, while there 

appears nothing higher in itself, nothing legitimate for itself, outside this circle of social 

production and exchange.  

Thus capital creates the bourgeois society, and the universal appropriation of nature as well 

as of the social bond itself by the members of society. Hence the great civilizing influence of 

capital; its production of a stage of society in comparison to which all earlier ones appear as 

mere local  410   developments of humanity and as nature-idolatry. 
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408 … On the other side, the production of relative surplus value, i.e. production of surplus 

value based on the increase and development of the productive forces, requires the 

production of new consumption; requires that the consuming circle within circulation expands 

as did the productive circle previously.  

Firstly quantitative expansion of existing consumption; secondly: creation of new needs by 

propagating existing ones in a wide circle; thirdly: production of new needs and discovery 

and creation of new use values. In other words, so that the surplus labour gained does not 

remain a merely quantitative surplus, but rather  constantly increases the circle of qualitative 

differences within labour (hence of  surplus labour), makes it more diverse, more internally 

differentiated. 

528 … Luxury is the opposite of the naturally necessary. Necessary needs are those of the 

individual himself reduced to a natural subject. The development of industry suspends this 

natural necessity as well as this former luxury  -  in bourgeois society, it is true, it does so 

only in antithetical form, in that it itself only posits another specific social standard as 

necessary, opposite luxury. These questions about the system of needs and system of 

labours  -  at what point is this to be dealt with? Will be seen in due course. 

589 … This progression, this social progress belongs [to] and is exploited by capital. All 

earlier forms of property condemn the greater part of humanity, the slaves, to be pure 

instruments of labour. Historical development, political development, art, science etc. take 

place in higher circles over their  590  heads. But only capital has subjugated historical 

progress to the service of wealth.  

[ From industrial work to technological application of science ] 

709 … In the production process of large-scale industry, by contrast, just as the conquest of 

the forces of nature by the social intellect is the precondition of the productive power of the 

means of labour as developed into the automatic  process, on one side, so, on the other, is 

the labour of the individual in its direct presence posited as suspended individual, i.e. as 

social, labour. 

704 … The exchange of living labour for objectified labour  -  i.e. the positing of social labour 

in the form of the contradiction of capital and wage labour  -  is the ultimate development of 

the value-relation and of production resting on value. Its presupposition is  -  and remains  -  

the mass of direct labour time, the quantity of labour employed, as the determinant factor in 

the production of wealth.  
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But to the degree that large industry develops, the creation of real wealth comes to depend 

less on labour time and on the amount of labour employed than on the power of the agencies 

set in motion during labour time, whose powerful effectiveness' is  705  itself in turn out of all 

proportion to the direct labour time spent on their production, but depends rather on the 

general state of science and on the progress of technology, or the application of this science 

to production. (The development of this science, especially natural science, and all others 

with the latter, is itself in turn related to the development of material production.) Agriculture, 

e.g., becomes merely the application of the science of material metabolism, its regulation for 

the greatest advantage of the entire body of society.  

Real wealth manifests itself, rather  -  and large industry reveals this  -  in the monstrous 

disproportion between the labour time applied, and its product, as well as in the qualitative 

imbalance between labour, reduced to a pure  abstraction, and the power of the production 

process it superintends. Labour no longer appears so much to be included within the 

production process; rather, the human being comes to relate more as watchman and 

regulator to the production process itself. (What holds for machinery holds likewise for the 

combination of human activities and the development of human intercourse.) No longer does 

the worker insert a modified natural thing [Naturgegenstand] as middle link between the 

object [Objekt] and himself; rather, he inserts the process of nature, transformed into an 

industrial process, as a means between himself and inorganic nature, mastering it. He steps 

to the side of the production process instead of being its chief actor. In this transformation, it 

is neither the direct human labour he himself performs, nor the time during which he works, 

but rather the appropriation of his own general productive power, his understanding of nature 

and his mastery over it by virtue of his presence as a social body  -  it is, in a word, the 

development of the social individual which appears as the great foundation-stone of 

production and of wealth. 

The theft of alien labour time, on which the present wealth is based, appears a miserable 

foundation in face of this new one, created by large-scale industry itself. As soon as labour in 

the direct form has ceased to be the great well-spring of wealth, labour time ceases and must 

cease to be its measure, and hence exchange value [must cease to be the measure] of use 

value. The surplus labour of the mass has ceased to be the condition for the development of 

general wealth, just as the non-labour of the few, for the development of the general powers 

of the human head.  

With that, production based on exchange value breaks down, and the direct, material 

production process is stripped of the form of  706  penury and antithesis. The free 

development of individualities, and hence not the reduction of necessary labour time so as to 
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posit surplus labour, but rather the general reduction of the necessary labour of society to a 

minimum, which then corresponds to the artistic, scientific etc. development of the individuals 

in the time set free, and with the means created, for all of them. 

706 … Nature builds no machines, no locomotives, railways, electric telegraphs, self-acting 

mules etc. These are products of human industry; natural material transformed into organs of 

the human will over nature, or of human participation in nature. They are organs of the 

human brain, created by the human hand; the power of knowledge, objectified. The 

development of fixed capital indicates to what degree general social knowledge has become 

a direct force of production, and to what degree, hence, the conditions of the process of 

social life itself have come under the control of the general intellect and been transformed in 

accordance with it. To what degree the powers of social production have been produced, not 

only in the form of knowledge, but also as immediate organs of social practice, of the real life 

process. 

692 … But, once adopted into the production process of capital, the means of labour passes 

through different metamorphoses, whose culmination is the machine, or rather, an automatic 

system of machinery (system of machinery: the automatic one is merely its most complete, 

most adequate form, and alone transforms machinery into a system), set in motion by an 

automaton, a moving power that moves itself; … 

699 … While machinery is the most appropriate form of the use value of fixed capital, it does 

not at all  700  follow that therefore subsumption under the social relation of capital is the 

most appropriate and ultimate social relation of production for the application of machinery.  

To the degree that labour time  -  the mere quantity of labour  -  is posited by capital as the 

sole determinant element, to that degree does direct labour and its quantity disappear as the 

determinant principle of production  -  of the creation of use values  -  and is reduced both 

quantitatively, to a smaller proportion, and qualitatively, as an, of course, indispensable but 

subordinate moment, compared to general scientific labour, technological application of 

natural sciences [ … ] Capital thus works towards its own dissolution as the form dominating 

production.  

832 … It requires no great penetration to grasp that, where e.g. free labour or wage labour 

arising out of the dissolution of bondage is the point of departure, there machines can only 

arise in antithesis to living labour, as property alien to it, and as power hostile to it; i.e. that 

they must confront it as capital. But it is just as easy to perceive that machines will not cease 

to be agencies of social production when they become e.g. property of the associated 

workers. In the first case, however, their distribution, i.e. that they do not belong to the 
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worker, is just as much a condition of the mode of production founded on wage labour. In the 

second case the changed distribution would start from a changed foundation of production, a 

new foundation first created by the process of history. 

[ Capitalistic relationship to nature, science and technology ] 

410 … For the first time, nature becomes purely an object for humankind, purely a matter of 

utility; ceases to be recognized as a power for itself; and the theoretical discovery of its 

autonomous laws appears merely as a ruse so as to subjugate it under human needs, 

whether as an object of consumption or as a means of production. In accord with this 

tendency, capital drives beyond national barriers and prejudices as much as beyond nature 

worship, as well as all traditional, confined, complacent, encrusted satisfactions of present 

needs, and reproductions of old ways of life. It is destructive towards all of this, and 

constantly revolutionizes it, tearing down all the barriers which hem in the development of the 

forces of production, the expansion of needs, the all-sided development of production, and 

the exploitation and exchange of natural and mental forces. 

699 … The full development of capital, therefore, takes place  -  or capital has posited the 

mode of production corresponding to it  -  only when the means of labour has not only taken 

the economic form of fixed capital, but has also been suspended in its immediate form, and 

when fixed capital appears as a machine within the production process, opposite labour; and 

the entire production process appears as not subsumed under the direct skillfulness of the 

worker, but rather as the technological application of science. [It is,] hence, the tendency of 

capital to give production a scientific character; direct labour [is] reduced to a mere moment 

of this process. 

 

542 … The result is: the tendentially and potentially general development of the forces of 

production [ … ] Not an ideal or imagined universality of the individual, but the universality of 

his real and ideal relations. Hence also the grasping of his own history as a process, and the 

recognition of nature (equally present as practical power over nature) as his real body. 

[ Excursus  to political economy and  ecology ] 

268 F. … Above all it will and must become clear in the development of the individual 

sections to what extend use value exists not only as a presupposed matter, outside 

economics and its forms, but to what extend it enters into it.  
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Theories of surplus value (MIA): 886 … Anticipation of the future  -  real anticipation  -   

occurs in the production of wealth only in relation to the worker and to the land.  The future 

can indeed be anticipated and ruined in both cases by premature over-exertion and 

exhaustion, and by the disturbance of the balance between expenditure and income.  In 

capitalist production this happens to both the worker and the land.   

Capital Vol. 1 (MIA): 326 … Moreover, all progress in capitalistic agriculture is a progress in 

the art, not only of robbing the abourer, but of robbing the soil; all progress in increasing the 

fertility of the soil for a given time, is a progress towards ruining the lasting sources of that 

fertility. The more a country starts its development on the foundation of modern industry [ … ] 

Capitalist production, therefore, develops technology, and the combining together of various 

processes into a social whole, only by sapping the original sources of all wealth the soil and 

the labourer.  

740 … The transformation of the latter [of land and soil ] into mere exchangeable value  -  its 

mobilization  -  is the product of capital and of the complete subordination of the state 

organism to it.  

Capital Vol. 3 (MIA): 530 … From the standpoint of a higher economic form of society, 

private ownership of the globe by single individuals will appear quite as absurd as private 

ownership of one man by another. Even a whole society, a nation, or even all simultaneously 

existing societies taken together, are not the owners of the globe. They are only its 

possessors, its usufructuaries, and, like boni patres familias, they must hand it down to 

succeeding generations in an improved condition. 

[ The decline in the rate of profit as cardinal tendency and the crises ] 

340 …  The self-realization of capital becomes more difficult to the extent that it has already 

been realized. 

748 … Thus, expressed in general terms: if the rate of profit declines for the larger capital, 

but not in relation with its size, then the gross profit rises although the rate of profit declines. 

If the profit rate declines relative to its size, then the gross profit remains the same as that of 

the smaller capital; remains stationary. If the profit rate declines more than its size increases, 

then the gross profit of the larger capital decreases relative to the smaller one in proportion 

as its rate of profit declines.  
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This is in every respect the most important law of modern political economy, and the most 

essential for understanding the most difficult relations. It is the most important law from the 

historical standpoint. It is a law which, despite its simplicity, has never before been grasped 

and, even less, consciously articulated. Since this decline in the rate of profit is  749  identical 

in meaning  

(1) with the productive power already produced, and the foundation formed by it for new 

production; this simultaneously presupposing an enormous development of scientific powers;  

(2) with the decline of the part of the capital already produced which must be exchanged for 

immediate labour, i.e. with the decline in the immediate labour required for the reproduction 

of an immense value, expressing itself in a great mass of products, great mass of products 

with low prices, because the total sum of prices is = to the reproduced capital + profit;  

(3) [with] the dimension of capital generally, including the portion of it which is not fixed 

capital; hence intercourse on a magnificent scale, immense sum of exchange operations, 

large size of the market and all-sidedness of simultaneous labour; means of communication 

etc., presence of the necessary consumption fund to undertake this gigantic process 

(workers' food, housing etc.);  

hence it is evident that the material productive power already present, already worked out, 

existing in the form of fixed capital, together with the population etc., in short all conditions of 

wealth, that the greatest conditions for the reproduction of wealth, i.e. the abundant 

development of the social individual  - that the development of the productive forces brought 

about by the historical development of capital itself, when it reaches a certain point, 

suspends the self-realization of capital, instead of positing it. Beyond a certain point, the 

development of the powers of production becomes a barrier for capital; hence the capital 

relation a barrier for the development of the productive powers of labour. 

749 … When it has reached this point, capital, i.e. wage labour, enters into the same relation 

towards the development of social wealth and of the forces of production as the guild system, 

serfdom, slavery, and is necessarily stripped off as a fetter. The last form of servitude 

assumed by human activity, that of wage labour on one side, capital on the other, is thereby 

cast off like a skin, and this casting-off itself is the result of the mode of production 

corresponding to capital; the material and mental conditions of the negation of wage labour 

and of capital, themselves already the negation of earlier forms of unfree social production, 

are themselves results of its production process. 
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749 … The growing incompatibility between the productive development of society and its 

hitherto existing relations of production expresses itself in bitter contradictions, crises, 

spasms. The violent destruction of capital not by relations external to it, but rather as a 

condition of its self-  750  preservation, is the most striking form in which advice is given it to 

be gone and to give room to a higher state of social production. 

750 … Since this decline of profit signifies the same as the decrease of immediate labour 

relative to the size of the objectified labour which it reproduces and newly posits, capital will 

attempt every means of checking the smallness of the relation of living labour to the size of 

the capital generally, hence also of the surplus value, if expressed as profit, relative to the 

presupposed capital, by reducing the allotment made to necessary labour and by still more 

expanding the quantity of surplus labour with regard to the whole labour employed. Hence 

the highest development of productive power together with the greatest expansion of existing 

wealth will coincide with depreciation of capital, degradation of the labourer, and a most 

straitened exhaustion of his vital powers.  

These contradictions lead to explosions, cataclysms, crises, in which by momentaneous 

suspension of labour and annihilation of a great portion of capital the latter is violently 

reduced to the point where it can go on. These contradictions, of course, lead to explosions, 

crises, in which momentary suspension of all labour and annihilation of a great part of the 

capital violently lead it back to the point where it is enabled [to go on] fully employing its 

productive powers without committing suicide. Yet, these regularly recurring catastrophes 

lead to their repetition on a higher scale, and finally to its violent overthrow.  

There are moments in the developed movement of capital which delay this movement other 

than by crises; such as e.g. the constant devaluation of a part of the existing capital: the 

transformation of a great part of capital into fixed capital which does not serve as agency of 

direct production; unproductive waste of a great portion of capital etc. [ … ]  751  The fall [in 

the rate of profit] likewise delayed by creation of new branches of production in which more 

direct labour in relation to capital is needed, or where the productive power of labour is not 

yet  developed, i.e. the productive power of capital. Likewise, monopolies. 

[ Effective contradictions inherent in social practice ] 

351 … We are the last to deny that capital contains contradictions. Our purpose, rather, is to 

develop them fully.  

406 … These are, then, the contradictions which present themselves of their own accord to a 

simple, objective, non-partisan view. How they are constantly suspended in the system of 
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production resting on capital, but also constantly created again  -  and are suspended only by 

force (although this suspension appears up to a certain point merely as a quiet equilibration)  

-  this is another question. The important thing at present is to take note of the existence of 

these contradictions. 

706 … Capital itself is the moving contradiction, [in] that it presses to reduce labour time to a 

minimum, while it posits labour time, on the other side, as sole measure and source of 

wealth. Hence it diminishes  602  labour time in the necessary form so as to increase it in the 

superfluous form; hence posits the superfluous in growing measure as a condition  -  

question of life or death  -  for the necessary. On the one side, then, it calls to life all the 

powers of science and of nature, as of social combination and of social intercourse, in order 

to make the creation of wealth independent (relatively) of the labour time employed on it. On 

the other side, it wants to use labour time as the measuring rod for the giant social forces 

thereby created, and to confine them within the limits required to maintain the already 

created value as value. Forces of production and social relations  -  two different sides of the 

development of the social individual  -  appear to capital as mere means, and are merely 

means for it to produce on its limited foundation. In fact, however, they are the material 

conditions to blow this foundation sky-high.  

543 … At a certain point, a development of the forces of material production  -  which is at 

the same time a development of the forces of the working class  -  suspends capital itself. 

770 … The tendency of capital is, of course, to link up absolute with relative surplus value; 

hence greatest stretching of the working day with greatest number of simultaneous working 

days, together with reduction of necessary labour time to the minimum, on one side, and of 

the number of necessary workers to the minimum, on the other. This contradictory 

requirement, whose development will show itself in different forms as overproduction, over-

population etc., asserts itself in the form of a process in which the contradictory aspects 

follow closely upon each other in time. A necessary consequence of them is the greatest 

possible diversification of the use value of labour  -  or of the branches of  production  -  so 

that the production of capital constantly and necessarily creates, on one side, the 

development of the intensity of the productive power of labour, on the other side, the 

unlimited diversity of the branches of labour, i.e. thus the  most universal wealth, in form and 

content, of production, bringing all sides of nature under its domination. 

410 … The whole dispute as to whether overproduction is possible and necessary in 

capitalist production revolves around the point whether the process of the realization of 

capital within production directly posits its realization in circulation; whether its realization 

posited in the production process is its real realization. [ … … ]  411  The attempts made 
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from the orthodox economic standpoint to deny that there is general overproduction at any 

given moment are indeed childish. 

416 … The entire credit system, and the over-trading, over-speculation etc. connected with it, 

rests on the necessity of expanding and leaping over the barrier to circulation and the sphere 

of exchange. This appears more colossally, classically, in the relations between peoples than 

in the relations between individuals. Thus e.g. the English forced to lend to foreign nations, in 

order to have them as customers. 

410 … But from the fact that capital posits every such limit as a barrier and hence gets 

ideally beyond it, it does not by any means follow that it has really overcome it, and, since 

every such barrier contradicts its character, its production moves in contradictions which are 

constantly overcome but just as constantly posited. Furthermore. The universality towards 

which it  irresistibly strives encounters barriers in its own nature, which will, at a certain stage 

of its development, allow it to be recognized as being itself the greatest barrier to this 

tendency, and hence will drive towards its own suspension. 

[ Completion of world market and initialization of transformation ] 

264 … Finally the world market. Encroachment of bourgeois society over the state. Crises. 

Dissolution of the mode of production and form of society based on exchange value. Real 

positing of individual labour as social and vice versa. 

407 … A precondition of production based on capital is therefore the production of a 

constantly widening sphere of circulation,whether the sphere itself is directly expanded or 

whether more points within it are created as points of production. [ … … ]  408  The tendency 

to create the world market is directly given in the concept of capital itself. Every limit appears 

as a barrier to be overcome. Initially, to subjugate every moment of production itself to 

exchange and to suspend the production of direct use values not entering into exchange, i.e. 

precisely to posit production based on capital in place of earlier modes of production, which 

appear primitive [naturwüchsig] from its standpoint. 

160 … Since [ … ] the autonomization of the world market (in which the activity of each 

individual is included), increases with the development of monetary relations (exchange 

value) and vice versa, since the general bond and all-round interdependence in production 

and consumption increase together with the independence and indifference of the 

consumers and producers to one another; since this contradiction leads to crises, etc., 

hence, together with the development of this alienation, and on the same basis, efforts are 

made to overcome it: [ … ] lists of current prices, rates of exchange, interconnections 
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between those active in commerce through the mails, telegraphs etc. (the means of 

communication of course grow at the same time). (This means that, although the total supply 

and demand are independent of the actions of each individual, everyone attempts to inform 

himself about them, and this knowledge then reacts back in practice on the total supply and 

demand.  

Although on the given standpoint, alienation is not overcome by these means, nevertheless 

relations and connections are introduced thereby which include the possibility of suspending 

the old standpoint.) (The possibility of general statistics, etc.) 

161 … In the case of the world market, the connection of the individual with all, but at the 

same time also the independence of this connection from the individual, have developed to 

such a high level that the formation of the world market already at the same time contains the 

conditions for going beyond it. 

227 … the world market [ is the real .. H.M. ] conclusion, in which production is posited as a 

totality together with all its moments, but within which, at the same time, all contradictions 

come into play. The world market then, again, forms the presupposition of the whole as well 

as its substratum. Crises are then the general intimation which points beyond the 

presupposition, and the urge which drives towards the adoption of a new historic form. 

[Final result: The suspension of capitalistic economy ] 

159 … But within bourgeois society, the society that rests on exchange value, there arise 

relations of circulation as well as of production which are so many mines to explode it. (A 

mass of antithetical forms of the social unity, whose antithetical character can never be 

abolished through quiet metamorphosis. On the other hand, if we did not find concealed in 

society as it is the material conditions of production and the corresponding relations of 

exchange prerequisite for a classless society, then all attempts to explode it would be 

quixotic.) 

278 … It must be kept in mind that the new forces of production and relations of production 

do not develop out of nothing, nor drop from the sky, nor from the womb of the self-positing 

Idea; but from within and in antithesis to the existing development of production and the 

inherited, traditional relations of property. 

712 … As the system of bourgeois economy has developed for us only by degrees, so too its 

negation, which is its ultimate result. 
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 [ Capitalistic and communal production ] 

171 … The communal character of production would make the product into a communal, 

general product from the outset. The exchange which originally takes place in production  -  

which would not be an exchange of exchange values but of  activities, determined by 

communal needs and communal purposes  -  would from the outset include the participation 

of the individual in the communal world of products. On the basis of exchange values, labour 

is posited as general only through exchange. But on this foundation it would be posited as 

such before exchange; i.e. the exchange of products would in no way be the medium by 

which the participation of the individual in general production is mediated. Mediation must, of 

course, take place. 

 In the first case, which proceeds from the independent production of individuals  -  no matter 

how much these independent  172  productions determine and modify each other post 

festum through their interrelations  -  mediation takes place through the exchange of 

commodities, through exchange value and through money; all these are expressions of one 

and the same relation. In the second case, the presupposition is itself mediated; i.e. a 

communal production, communality, is presupposed as the basis of production. The labour of 

the individual is posited from the outset as social labour. Thus, whatever the particular 

material form of the product he creates or helps to create, what he has bought with his labour 

is not a specific and particular product, but rather a specific share of the communal 

production. [ …] Instead of a division of labour, such as is necessarily created with the 

exchange of exchange values, there would take place an organization of labour whose 

consequence would be the participation of the individual in communal consumption.  

 [ Social character of production and economic calculation ] 

172 … On the basis of communal production, the determination of time remains, of course, 

essential. The less time the society requires to produce wheat, cattle etc., the more time it 

wins for other production, material or mental. Just as in the case of an individual, the 

multiplicity of its development, its enjoyment and  173  its activity depends on economization 

of time. Economy of time, to this all economy ultimately reduces itself. Society likewise has to 

distribute its time in a purposeful way, in order to achieve a production adequate to its overall 

needs; just as the individual has to distribute his time correctly in order to achieve knowledge 

in proper proportions or in order to satisfy the various demands on his activity.  
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Thus, economy of time, along with the planned distribution of labour time among the various 

branches of production, remains the first economic law on the basis of communal production. 

It becomes law, there, to an even higher degree. However, this is essentially different from a 

easurement of exchange values (labour or products) by labour time. 

172 … the social character of production is presupposed, and participation in the world of 

products, in consumption, is not mediated by the exchange of mutually independent labours 

or products of labour. It is mediated, rather, by the social conditions of production within 

which the individual is active. 

[ Working time, its reduction and working in a higher mode of production ] 

399 …It is a law of capital, as we saw, to create surplus labour, disposable time; it can do 

this only by setting necessary labour in motion—i.e. entering into exchange with the worker. 

It is its tendency, therefore, to create as much labour as possible; just as it is equally its 

tendency to reduce necessary labour to a minimum. It is therefore equally a tendency of 

capital to increase the labouring population, as well as constantly to posit a part of it as 

surplus population—population which is useless until such time as capital can utilize it. 

(Hence the correctness of the theory of surplus population and surplus capital.) It is equally a 

tendency of capital to make human labour (relatively) superfluous, so as to drive it, as human 

labour, towards infinity. 

701 … Capital employs machinery, rather, only to the extent that it enables the worker to 

work a larger part of his time for capital, to relate to a larger part of his time as time which 

does not belong to him, to work longer for another. Through this process, the amount of 

labour necessary for the production of a given object is indeed reduced to a minimum, but 

only in order to realize a maximum of labour in the maximum number of such objects. The 

first aspect is important, because capital here -- quite unintentionally – reduces human 

labour, expenditure of energy, to a minimum. This will redound to the benefit of emancipated 

labour, and is the condition of its emancipation. 

325 … The great historic quality of capital is to create this surplus labour, superfluous labour 

from the standpoint of mere use value, mere subsistence; and its historic destiny 

[Bestimmung] is fulfilled as soon as, on one side, there has been such a development of 

needs that surplus labour above and beyond necessity has itself become a general need 

arising out of individual needs themselves  — and, on the other side, when the severe 

discipline of capital, acting on succeeding generations [Geschlechter], has developed general  

industriousness as the general property of the new species [Geschlecht]  — and, finally, when the 

development of the productive powers of labour, which capital incessantly whips onward with 
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its unlimited mania for wealth, and of the sole conditions in which this mania can be realized, 

have flourished to the stage where the possession and preservation of general wealth 

require a lesser labour time of society as a whole, and where the labouring society relates 

scientifically to the process of its progressive reproduction, its reproduction in a constantly 

greater abundance; hence where labour in which a human being does what a thing could do 

has ceased. Accordingly, capital and labour relate to each other here like money and 

commodity; the former is the general form of wealth, the other only the substance destined 

for immediate consumption. 

325 … Capital's ceaseless striving towards the general form of wealth drives labour beyond 

the limits of its natural paltriness [Naturbedürftigkeit], and thus creates the material elements 

for the development of the rich individuality which is as all-sided in its production as in its 

consumption, and whose labour also therefore appears no longer as labour, but as the full 

development of activity  itself, in which natural necessity in its direct form has disappeared; 

because a historically created need has taken the place of the natural one. This is why 

capital is productive; i.e. an essential relation for the development of the social productive 

forces. It ceases to exist as such only where the development of these productive forces 

themselves encounters its barrier in capital itself.  

711 … Real economy  -  saving  -  consists of the saving of labour time (minimum (and 

minimization) of production costs); but this saving identical with development of the 

productive force. Hence in no way abstinence from consumption, but rather the development 

of power, of capabilities of production, and hence both of the capabilities as well as the 

means of consumption. The capability to consume is a condition of consumption, hence its 

primary means, and this capability is the development of an individual potential, a force of 

production. The saving of labour time [is] equal to an increase of free time, i.e. time for the 

full development of the individual, which in turn reacts back upon the productive power of 

labour as itself the greatest productive power. From  712  the standpoint of the direct 

production process it can be regarded as the production of fixed capital, this fixed capital 

being man himself.  

It goes without saying, by the way, that direct labour time itself cannot remain in the abstract 

antithesis to free time in which it appears from the perspective of bourgeois economy. Labour 

cannot become play, as Fourier would like, although it remains his great contribution to have 

expressed the suspension not of distribution, but of the mode of production itself, in a higher 

form, as the ultimate object. Free time  -  which is both idle time and time for higher activity  -  

has naturally transformed its possessor into a different subject, and he then enters into the 

direct production process as this different subject. This process is then both discipline, as 
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regards the human being in the process of becoming; and, at the same time, practice 

[Ausübung], experimental science, materially creative and objectifying science, as regards 

the human being who has become, in whose head exists the accumulated knowledge of 

society. For both, in so far as labour requires practical use of the hands and free bodily 

movement, as in agriculture, at the same time exercise. 

[ Social disposable time as measure of real wealth ] 

708 … The creation of a large quantity of disposable time apart from necessary labour time 

for society generally and each of its members (i.e. room for the development of the 

individuals' full productive forces, hence those of society also), this creation of not-labour 

time appears in the stage of capital, as of all earlier ones, as not-labour time, free time, for a 

few. What capital adds is that it increases the surplus labour time of the mass by all the 

means of art and science, because its wealth consists directly in the appropriation of surplus 

labour time; since value directly its purpose, not use value. It is thus, despite itself, 

instrumental in creating the means of social disposable time, in order to reduce labour time 

for the whole society to a diminishing minimum, and thus to free everyone's time for their own 

development. But its tendency always, on the one side, to create disposable time, on the 

other, to convert it into surplus labour. If it succeeds too well at the first, then it suffers from 

surplus production, and then necessary labour is interrupted, because no surplus labour can 

be realized by capital.  

The more this contradiction develops, the more does it become evident that the growth of the 

forces of production can no longer be bound up with the appropriation of alien labour, but 

that the mass of workers must themselves appropriate their own surplus labour. Once they 

have done so  -  and disposable time thereby ceases to have an antithetical existence  -  

then, on one side, necessary labour time will be measured by the needs of the social 

individual, and, on the other, the development of the power of social production will grow so 

rapidly that, even though production is now calculated for the wealth of all, disposable time 

will grow for all. For real wealth is the developed productive power of all individuals.  

The measure of wealth is then not any longer, in any way, labour time, but rather disposable 

time. Labour time as the measure of value posits wealth itself as founded on poverty, and 

disposable time as existing in and because of the antithesis to surplus labour time; or, the 

positing of an individual's entire time as labour time, and his degradation therefore to mere 

worker, subsumption under labour. The most developed machinery thus 709  forces the 

worker to work longer than the savage does, or than he himself did with the simplest, crudest 

tools. 
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 [ Real human wealth and its blinkered bourgois form ] 

487 … Thus the old view, in which the human being appears as the aim of pro-  488  duction, 

regardless of his limited national, religious, political character, seems to be very lofty when 

contrasted to the modern world, where production appears as the aim of mankind and wealth 

as the aim of production.  

In fact, however, when the limited bourgeois form is stripped away, what is wealth other than 

the universality of individual needs, capacities, pleasures, productive forces etc., created 

through universal exchange? The full development of human mastery over the forces of 

nature, those of so-called nature as well as of humanity's own nature? The absolute working-

out of his creative potentialities, with no presupposition other than the previous historic 

development, which makes this totality of development, i.e. the development of all human 

powers as such the end in itself, not as measured on a predetermined yardstick? Where he 

does not reproduce himself in one specificity, but produces his totality? Strives not to remain 

something he has become, but is in the absolute movement of becoming? 

 In bourgeois economics  -  and in the epoch of production to which it corresponds  -  this 

complete working-out of the human content appears as a complete emptying-out, this 

universal objectification as total alienation, and the tearing-down of all limited, one-sided 

aims as sacrifice of the human end-in-itself to an entirely external end. This is why the 

childish world of antiquity appears on one side as loftier. On the other side, it really is loftier 

in all matters where closed shapes, forms and given limits are sought for. It is satisfaction 

from a limited standpoint; while the modern gives no satisfaction; or, where it appears 

satisfied with itself, it is vulgar. 
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